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Abstract
edeXa wants to leverage its Business Blockchain to fundamentally modernize processes
and applications of companies and revolutionize and make everyday business life easier by
automating business processes using smart contracts, drastically increasing transparency
and security and creating simple interfaces to existing systems. The digitization of business
processes presents companies with a balancing act. The goal is to find an efficient balance
between reasonable investment costs and maximum transparency and security. Blockchain
technology is making everyday business life revolutionary easier to automate business
processes in time using smart contracts. This is precisely where edeXa's Business Blockchain
comes in: We support companies in modernization projects with the simple integration of
our services individually aligned to existing systems, as well as the new implementation of
business applications individually adapted to the respective operational needs.
The term blockchain is on everyone's minds, but what do companies really need? We have
listened and used our experience built on a foundation from our parent company, io-market
AG, which has been selling intelligent supply chain solutions for almost 20 years. Fast
forward, and this is where edeXa comes into play. Many companies want a secure
blockchain solution that meets their data protection needs and does not incur high
transaction costs. At edeXa, we develop an efficient and user-friendly Business Blockchain
to map all business processes in a company in a transparent, tamper-proof and verifiable
way.
As innovative as edeXa's business model is, we are also planning the company's financing.
edeXa is not taking the traditional route of raising capital via banks and the capital market
but is instead relying on a security token sale. In doing so, edeXa offers investors security at
the same time and still relies on the innovative financing model of an Initial Coin Offering
(ICO). We recognize the token as a non-voting share under Liechtenstein law and pay our
investors a classic dividend after completion of the build-up phase and achievement of
profits.
Thus, edeXa not only relies on a novel financing method but also on an innovative and
secure token - a security token, the modern alternative to the classic stock market. In this
whitepaper, we explain the business model of edeXa AG, the technical details for the token
sale and outline why business applications on the blockchain will be so successful in the
future.
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Introduction
Companies worldwide benefit from accounting and enterprise resource planning (ERP)
systems, production planning systems (PPS), document management systems (DMS), and
rely on business applications to manage digital data and optimize processes.
Through networked manufacturing equipment, digital order management, and digitalized
logistics 4.0, processes are supported with IT systems and products are tracked through the
internal value chain. Despite all the enormous investments, most companies have very
limited visibility into their IT systems. Many companies have several IT systems to support
their processes, which sometimes leads to a proliferation of the IT landscape. Too many
different interfaces and protocols make uniform communication between internal and
cross-company IT systems difficult. edeXa's Business Blockchain as the basis for applications
offers companies more transparency and security throughout their business processes.
Industry 4.0 production processes are designed to be as efficient as possible, and goods are
manufactured without errors and highly automated. However, when it comes to
cross-company collaboration and the requirement for contracts, materials, services or the
shipment of manufactured products, paper or PDF documents continue to be created.
These documents then reach the business partners by mail or e-mail. The problem: This
manual process costs the company a lot of time, is prone to errors and presents potential
vulnerabilities from an IT security perspective.
Thus, in most cases, media discontinuities between systems within companies and across
company boundaries are responsible for costly, erroneous, unclear and not secure
processes. In practice, the same document is often transmitted several times in the
business partner network and stored as a copy, which can lead to unintentional data
redundancy, among other things. As a result, providing evidence and truthful presentation
of the business case is often time-consuming and cost-intensive.
This well-known problem increasingly prompts companies to digitize their business
processes and deploy appropriate IT systems to improve efficiency and information
continuity across system and company boundaries.
A notable example of this is procurement and supply chains, where two significant
transformations have taken place. First, they are no longer traditional networks of OEMs
and suppliers, rather vast ecosystems, with many product variants moving through multiple
parties. Here, people are trying to coordinate optimal collaboration. It's not uncommon for
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a single company to have multiple contract manufacturers, all drawing on a similar supplier
network and supplying a range of distribution models, from traditional retail stores to
online consignment services. Second, supply chains and manufacturing processes have
become increasingly dynamic. Product life cycles are shorter and ramp-up and ramp-down
times are more intense.
All these processes are fast-moving, more complex, and require numerous administrative
processes between the business partners - from drafting contracts to ordering, delivery,
controlling, and payment. With blockchain technology, companies can greatly simplify their
processes at the ecosystem level, gain transparency, and handle them in a legally provable
manner.

Status quo: What challenges do companies face today?
The complexity of business processes in companies is constantly increasing. Increasing
individual customer requirements leads to greater challenges, and rapid changes in market
requirements force companies to be highly flexible. Depending on the industry, there is
high-cost pressure and competitors' pressure to constantly expand and improve products
and services. In addition, many legal regulations apply, which must be fulfilled and
truthfully presented at any time in the event of an inspection to provide evidence. The
entire administrative effort between several business partners, service providers and
authorities ties up an enormous amount of resources in companies and requires a clear
strategy for efficient processing, securing and locating data. Everything listed, of course,
taking into the account legal aspects.
Security and trust in the entire process must be defined by means of elaborate contractual
documents. In addition, monitoring measures must be taken to ensure that the agreements
are adhered to according to the contract.
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In order to meet all the market requirements, the importance of efficient and secure
cooperation with business partners needs to be recognized quickly. Increasingly, larger
business cooperations will emerge that depend on working together effectively,
transparently, and, above all, in a way that builds trust.
The completely digital information flows consequently lead to numerous automated
processes. Resources that were previously required for processing manual information can
be used more effectively elsewhere or saved.

Digitized future market Blockchain: A market worth billions
Companies are striving to optimize their value chain and the associated business processes
to save money. The exchange of
business data is part of everyday
life and is transferred in various
ways via the internet. In order to
build trust, complex contracts,
product

certificates,

licenses,

invoices and a multitude of other
documents

are

created

and

exchanged. Depending on the
legal basis, certain documents
must also be certified by a notary,
and large transactions must be
managed and processed by a
neutral trust company.
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These are complex and very costly processes, the majority of which serve to guarantee
proof of compliance with legal and contractual regulations.
Digitization enables companies to simplify and, to a certain extent, automate such
processes. However, an important area in data processing and transmission is missing in the
proof of integrity, authenticity and the secure transfer of information.
Blockchain technology is considered one of the most innovative and promising solutions to
automate exactly such processes in a secure and legally provable way.
In recent months, it has become apparent, particularly as a result of the pandemic, that
digitization in companies is advancing in leaps and bounds and will undoubtedly generate a
rapidly increasing market potential in the billions in the coming years. As such, blockchain
technology will be an important component.
Blockchain in companies
Internal and cross-company data processing and transmission with business partners and
public authorities are still largely not fully digitized.
Data sovereignty, data protection and data ownership are core elements of digital
development and can hinder progress as much as accelerate it. Therefore, at edeXa, we
develop innovative solutions in the interests of companies. This is precisely where
blockchain creates enormous added value. With its help, central intermediaries can be
replaced by direct communication.
For example, the digital conclusion of contracts, including all necessary transaction details
between companies, can be mapped directly in the blockchain via smart contracts. Based on
the nature of the blockchain as a decentralized network, information can thus be made
accessible in a targeted, secure and provable manner
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Once stored in the blockchain, all
information

is

reliably

protected

against subsequent manipulation. The
data

is

systems

distributed
as

blockchain
permanently
companies,

across

part

of

and

is

the

entire

therefore

accessible.
legally

many

secure

For
digital

contracts are created, compliance with
which

can

be

monitored

independently and automatically. A
central intermediary who attests to
the respective transaction thus becomes superfluous.
As a result of end-to-end digital processes via the blockchain, numerous opportunities for
automation arise. For example, production data from machines can be sent directly to the
blockchain and production orders can be received via the blockchain. Blockchain as a
decentralized and secure transaction platform is essential for this, as companies only make
sensitive information, such as production data, accessible to uninvolved third parties if
absolutely necessary.
Blockchains enable ecosystems of business partners to share and agree on important
information. Rather than a central intermediary, blockchains synchronize all data and
transactions across the network, and each participant verifies the work and calculations of
others. This tremendous amount of intentional redundancy and cross-checking is why
financial solutions like Bitcoin are so secure and reliable, synchronizing hundreds of
thousands of transactions across thousands of network nodes.
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Advantages of the Blockchain
However, we need to distinguish between the public, classic Blockchain and a private
Blockchain solution. The public Blockchain is rightly extremely popular, even revolutionary,
among private users and crypto enthusiasts.
The

blockchain

essentially

represents the following two key
functions: decentralization and
security.
The concept behind it is as
complex as it is promising cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin
and Ethereum have attracted an
unimaginable

amount

of

attention in recent months. In
the

future,

predictions

the
are

unanimous
that

many

applications will take advantage of blockchain, but companies are still hesitant to introduce
or implement innovative projects based on blockchain. There are a few very simple reasons
for this. At edeXa, we have studied and analyzed these problems in depth over the past few
months in order to be able to offer an individual and custom-fit Blockchain solution for
companies along their entire business processes.

What problems the blockchain will solve
A decentralized ledger such as a blockchain can enormously improve and possibly eliminate
existing problems in business processes. The digitization of businesses is steadily
increasing, making processes more efficient but also more complex.
Trust, security and traceability in information are important aspects in the business world
while proving faulty processes and assigning blame can lead to enormously high costs. This
is exactly where we come in with edeXa's Business Blockchain.
The edeXa Business Blockchain offers companies and government agencies an ecosystem
that can be applied for trust-building, secure and traceable processes through a
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high-performance, secure and energy-efficient Business Blockchain. With the goal of
making Blockchain technology easy to use for businesses and organizations, numerous
services and interfaces (APIs) are available to customers. Thus, existing or new applications
can easily and quickly use the advantages of the Blockchain to optimize business processes.
edeXa uses a technology that makes it possible to eliminate all of the previous
shortcomings of blockchains (such as few transactions per minute or high energy
consumption). In the following paragraph, we describe the current problems and how
edeXa will solve them.
Privacy
The blockchain would store a lot of private data publicly, which has been a sensitive issue at
least since the DSGVO. Employees and customers can demand the surrender or deletion of
data at any time. However, a blockchain is characterized by its immutability. Once entered,
data can no longer be deleted or changed. On the one hand, this testifies to transparency
and security, but it is very difficult to reconcile with applicable law and guidelines. Another
point concerns the storage of company data. Companies are increasingly emphasizing or
even obligated to store all data in their own country or at least within an economic area
(e.g., the European Economic Area (EEA)). However, this contradicts precisely the
decentralized solution of blockchains, in which data is distributed across the entire world.
For this reason, no protection-related data is stored in the edeXa Blockchain, but only hash
values and reference keys to ensure immutability, decryption and access to the "off-chain"
data (database entries, files, etc.) stored on a data store.
Depending on the application, stored "off-chain" data can be deleted, whereby the
reference keys in the blockchain no longer function and there is no longer any reference or
information to this deleted data.
Therefore, for companies, only a protected, private (permissioned) blockchain comes into
question. In contrast to a public blockchain, a private blockchain is only available to a
defined group of users. This is what edeXa wants to deliver. Companies should thus benefit
from efficiency, fast transactions and increased transparency. In addition, they retain
sovereignty over their own data and can also selectively remove personal data if desired.
Transaction fees
In contrast to private use, the number of transactions for companies is thousands of times
higher. Even small and medium-sized companies quickly reach several thousand
transactions per month. The average transaction fee in the Ethereum network over the last
few months is around 0.5 US dollars per transaction. While that sounds minimal and almost
© edeXa AG, Vaduz (Version 2.0)
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negligible for a single transaction, in total, the costs quickly rise to 5,000 euros for 10,000
transactions. With an estimated 100,000 transactions per year, the average is even 50,000
euros.
This is already a considerable sum for smaller companies, especially since this only
represents the average transaction price. In addition, the fees are very volatile and can
climb to several USD in the short term. If the high transaction costs prevail (or even increase
further), the costs for a very simple transaction rise to unsustainable heights without
messages or documents. edeXa has therefore developed a solution without transaction
costs and an innovative approach to storing larger documents.
Transaction times
In addition to the transaction costs, transaction times are also becoming increasingly
important. It takes an average of 3-15 minutes for a block to be completed in Ethereum,
depending on the constellation, and in Bitcoin, the value can go into the hours or even days.
While changes in the protocol could mitigate some issues, the proof-of-work process will
always remain more computationally and, therefore, time-intensive than a trusted business
blockchain.
Computing power and energy costs
In a classic blockchain network, many of the connected computers would also have to
perform the calculations and validations of the transactions as nodes, otherwise known as
mining. This is a very computationally intensive process and consequently not
resource-optimal, as high electricity costs can be incurred.
In Europe in particular, energy costs are very high by international standards - and the trend
is rising. Only a few companies benefit from regions (e.g., Norway & Canada) with low
energy costs, for example, from solar, wind or hydropower. An ideal solution for industry
must therefore be particularly energy-efficient, just like our edeXa blockchain. Sustainable
business processes today must inevitably take all environmental aspects into account. A
working theoretical model with exorbitant electricity costs, like Ethereum and Bitcoin, may
sound interesting from a technical perspective but will lead to a problem in the longer
term. edeXa's solution intends to be more environmentally friendly than current blockchain
solutions.
Mining activities have been curtailed in some American states, such as New York, as low
electricity prices have attracted many crypto companies. New York State is rich in natural
© edeXa AG, Vaduz (Version 2.0)
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energy sources and benefits from very low electricity costs in rural areas, which is an
important location factor for crypto companies. However, the infrastructure was never
designed for such an explosion in energy demand. This explosive growth resulted in a sharp
rise in electricity prices for all local citizens and companies alike, causing a corresponding
negative reaction. We believe that only a green, environmentally friendly and sustainable
solution will also meet the needs of businesses and can be scaled flexibly in the long term.
Our Business Blockchain offers companies the same advantages: Validate a transaction,
transmit transaction details securely and quickly, and store them transparently for the long
term. Furthermore, edeXa's blockchain keeps the benefits while eliminating the
disadvantages.

The edeXa Business Blockchain
edeXa focuses on distributed ledger technology (DLT), in which independent nodes use a
unified platform for standardized communication. edeXa forgoes a classic mining approach
and proof-of-work concept in order to significantly reduce energy costs and computing
power. Only nodes with a legitimate interest will have access to individual transaction
details. Many industries and corporations are required by applicable laws to adhere to a
strict need-to-know principle. edeXa develops the appropriate solutions for this and
develops technical solutions that meet the high requirements for data protection and data
security. For example, we use procedures such as zero-knowledge proof to guarantee that
information is transmitted securely.
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Overview of the edeXa Business Blockchain:

A transaction is considered to be stored on the blockchain if at least two parties verify this
transaction; one participant alone is not sufficient. As soon as at least two participants
agree to conclude a transaction without contradiction, this process is documented
immutably and stored permanently on the blockchain. For this purpose, the transaction
must not contradict previous transactions. Nevertheless, human or technical errors can
theoretically occur even on such an advanced platform. Although the transaction block is
already completed, the participants can cancel their previous transaction in a new block.
This cancellation thus remains stored as the latest block in the chain.
For validity, a transaction must therefore be unique and accepted and signed by all partners
involved.
For the integrity of our DLT, we rely on an extensive security algorithm. We are working on a
variant of the "byzantine fault tolerant" algorithm to verify the authenticity of each
transaction. The algorithm has been proven to work when the majority of participants can
be trusted. Thus, to some extent, the algorithm replaces a computationally intensive
proof-of-work mechanism. Our experiments show that in the intended application domain
of edeXa, a "byzantine fault tolerant" algorithm is sufficient and ensures very high security
for all participants.
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The edeXa Business Blockchain can be described as follows:
Main Consortium Blockchains
The Main Consortium Blockchain is the master blockchain where all participating nodes are
attached. This Master Blockchain serves as a centralized transaction platform that
periodically aggregates the blocks created by the "sub-blockchains" (channels) and writes
them as a hash value to the Master Blockchain. Thus, for example, a private corporate
blockchain consisting of only two nodes can still be secured against possible manipulation.
Sub Blockchain Channels
Building on the Master Consortium Blockchain, unlimited further sub-blockchains can be
created, which can be used as a "Private Blockchain" for a company, a "Permissioned
Blockchain" for a group of users (partner / industry solution), or as a service-oriented
blockchain, such as for a hash service for information.
Public blockchains
In order to be able to guarantee a massively heightened security of the entire edeXa
ecosystem, the blocks of the "Sub-Blockchains" are bundled and hashed in the master
blockchain, as well as the blocks in the "Main Consortium Blockchain" are periodically
summarized and written as a hash value in a "Private Blockchain." Furthermore, a
manipulation can be excluded according to current technical possibilities.
A successful data manipulation can only occur if the blocks and their transactions are
changed simultaneously in the three blockchain networks, the "Sub-Blockchain," the
"Master Blockchain," and the "Private Blockchain." Enormous computing power would be
required for such a cyber attack!

What does it look like in the future
Legally secured contracts
In the future, intelligent contracts or smart contracts will be able to agree and enforce
contracts themselves. An algorithm checks the previously defined goals and conditions. If
they are met, the program automatically initiates the agreed steps (e.g., the release of
payment). However, similar to ICOs, these digital contracts are currently still subject to
regulatory and legal uncertainty. edeXa solves this problem by integrating a classic contract
into the blockchain. A transaction thus always also has a unique hash value (reference) to
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the underlying contract, which can be retrieved directly via the hash value and is linked to
the blockchain.
Decentralized blockchains also in the enterprise?
edeXa has set the goal to offer companies a decentralized blockchain that is performant
and secure. However, it also still serves legal framework conditions, with which the legal
security of blockchain applications is defined and determined. This is not a question of if,
but when blockchain technology will be used in companies for business processes.
Quote Vitalik Buterin1
“Nodes can be trusted to be very well-connected, and faults can quickly be fixed by manual
intervention, allowing the use of consensus algorithms which offer finality after much shorter
block times. Improvements in public blockchain technology, such as Ethereum 1.0's uncle
concept and later proof of stake, can bring public blockchains much closer to the "instant
confirmation" ideal, but even still private blockchains will always be faster and the latency
difference will never disappear.”

1

https://blog.ethereum.org/2015/08/07/on-public-and-private-blockchains/
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Innovative storage solution: off-chain storage
The classic blockchain is based on a decentralized distribution of all information and data.
Consequently, all information is stored transparently and irrevocably in the blockchain.
However, the type and amount of information is severely limited. As a rule, the blockchain
only provides storage space for a few bytes per block. However, in everyday business, more
extensive documents (invoices, contracts, official documents) have to be exchanged.
Consequently, these quickly reach the capacity limits of the individual blocks of a public
blockchain. Often, the storage space of a single block will also not be sufficient for
extensive documents. In addition, storage space is enormously expensive in the classic
variant of the blockchain. The transaction costs increase exponentially the more
information is written to a block. Furthermore, there is an upper limit on gas, the
transaction currency of Ethereum, so the storage space per block is also effectively limited.
On the one hand, this prevents the network from collapsing in the case of oversized files,
but on the other hand, it prevents effective use by companies.
How much does storage cost?
If we want to send a message, text or even a string over the Ethereum Blockchain, we can
simplistically expect to pay around 5 euros per 1 kilobyte (1 kb) in transaction fees. The
price per gigabyte varies widely according to estimates but is probably over one million
euros per gigabyte. On the other hand, the storage space per gigabyte is in the cent range
in the industrial sector.
The storage space of 1 kb is barely enough for a simple message, let alone a document such
as invoices and contracts. A document of several kilobytes not only burdens a company with
high transaction costs but would also be technically difficult to implement.
So instead of storing a whole document - or in other words, its content - of 20-100 kb in the
blockchain, we store the document outside the block, a so-called off-chain solution. The
document is stored in the cloud or anywhere in the corporate network and digitally
encrypted. The algorithm calculates a unique hash value for the document and stores that
on the blockchain. Therefore, instead of the original document, there is a reference to the
document on the blockchain. This process significantly reduces storage requirements and
eliminates transaction costs. Instead of the actual document, only the hash value exists as a
combination of characters on the blockchain.
Smart contracts grant secure access to this document. Our software solutions or services
automatically recognize the hash value and directly load the requested file from the cloud
in the user application. Meanwhile, the user in the company is not aware of the technical
outsourcing.
© edeXa AG, Vaduz (Version 2.0)
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Although outsourcing the documents already reduces the transaction costs enormously,
comparatively high fees of 50 cents to four euros exist in the classic blockchain via
Ethereum when using the hash value. One must fear, cautiously calculated, a further price
increase in the coming weeks or months. But even now, at the existing price level,
sustainable business is inconceivable. Even small companies have hundreds of business
cases per month. At an average price of one euro per transaction, this would put an
extreme strain on the budget. However, the uncertainty of transaction costs increasing in
the future is stronger than the current transaction costs. Instead of a public blockchain with
incalculable transaction costs, edeXa relies on a permissioned blockchain solution with a
transparent and attractive fee model.
Here's how storing larger files with the blockchain works
IPFS - The network creates a hash value for each file, a kind of unique fingerprint. This hash
value is sent to all nodes in the network. Each node decides whether it wants to save a part
of the file or if it has no interest in this document. In case of doubt, only a kind of index is
stored, providing information about where which documents are stored. The solution of
IPFS deletes duplicates to reduce the consumption of storage space. When the files are
retrieved, they are reassembled from the information on the network: Either from
individual parts in the case of multiple nodes or the files have already been stored as
complete by one node and are retrievable.
While this IPFS solution offers an interesting alternative in the crowd sector, we expect
even higher efficiency from the off-chain storage solution in the B2B sector. edeXa will
bundle the files at (redundant) storage locations so that when data is retrieved, the
information is immediately available. There will be no need for long searches in the
network. Furthermore, in the B2B area, we have to prefer a unique storage solution with
clear rules because, by definition, every business case has relevance within the company.
Another storage solution for the public blockchain is offered by the provider Storj. Users
receive a financial payment for providing their storage space for a limited time. The files are
encrypted and stored in small portions at various locations (nodes), which are hardware
connected to a network. The nodes agree on a smart contract for how long they will make
the storage space available for a certain fee.
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Off-Chain-Storage: A new, innovative solution from edeXa
edeXa has opted for a different solution because companies do not want to incur
exorbitant storage costs in addition to transaction costs.
We have developed a more efficient
solution that is perfectly suited to the
needs of businesses.
An innovative cloud solution is used with
referencing via the hash value, where all
files are stored encrypted in a unique
location and access is ensured at all times.

Blockchain revolution: an application example
Documentary trade / Trade finance
International trade poses many challenges for large corporations and small businesses
alike. Trust is an important aspect of trade, and this applies even more to foreign business
partners than to domestic ones. Customers abroad are often less tangible and sometimes
even completely unknown. Consequently, the supplier does not want to pay until the goods
have been received. On the other hand, the producer demands an advance payment, if not
the entire sum in advance. Because of the geographical distance, a personal meeting is
often difficult or impossible. Although modern means of communication facilitate trade
with distant foreign countries, the basis of trust is not at the same level as in the home
market. Digitalization is now creating opportunities for innovative solutions for even more
efficient and transparent trading: the blockchain. Until now, large companies were left with
trade financing (trade finance) via their house bank to hedge the trust differences. The
banks involved guarantee payment, provided the delivery is made according to the contract
documents. But the process has two huge drawbacks: It is expensive and very lengthy.
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● Both the supplier and the recipient [JA1] must use a bank, and both charge a not
insignificant fee for insurance. This reduces the margin considerably.
● In the event of a dispute, negotiations are complicated and non-transparent; it often
takes months before the facts of the case are ascertained, and a settlement is
reached. Both business partners have to rely on the interpretation of the agreement
or on courts, and the outcome is uncertain.
● In this "documentary business," numerous documents must be issued and made
comprehensible. The structure is often so complex that additional technical experts
have to be hired. Alternatively, the bank charges additional fees for filling out the
documents.
● The processing time is long. Due to the high level of bureaucracy, many days or even
weeks pass before all parties have processed the documents. The mail time alone is
slow.
● Each document is unique and the basis for payment. Without a document, there is no
proof and, in the worst case, no claim for payment or warranty. Nevertheless, it is not
uncommon for documents to disappear or be temporarily untraceable. Reissuing
them is time-consuming
By using the edeXa blockchain, supply chain solutions can connect the entire procurement
process from the extraction of raw materials to distribution to the end customer. By linking
to the Internet-of-Things and Digital Twins, smart contracts can be developed to eliminate
the need for complex and expensive trade financing via the bank. In the future, companies
will benefit from a transparent and cost-efficient solution with edeXa's blockchain.
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Internet - of - Things
There is a lot of talk about the Internet of Things, industry and Logistics 4.0. However, the
blockchain only shows its great advantage when it is linked to the Internet of Things in the
supply chain. We want to offer our customers this advantage. IoT means nothing other than
that machines, devices and non-electronic objects such as food are equipped with sensors.
The sensors record, for example, temperature, position (GPS), humidity, revolutions,
vibrations, etc. This data can be stored and analyzed, providing information about the
quality and condition of the products. This is the basic prerequisite for smart contracts that
can be independently enforced and monitored.

This is what the future looks like
The supplier and producer agree on a price for the creation and delivery of the machine.
The machine is equipped with tiny RFID chips, GPS and sensors, and automatically reports
any changes to the blockchain. Once the machine is commissioned at its destination, the
agreed purchase price is released to the producer. The contract is very flexible: partial
payments can be agreed upon, for example, as soon as the machine is completed to a
certain degree. In addition, a small amount is withheld until the first maintenance after
three months. If no sensor reports a problem after that, the last tranche is also released
without any intermediaries. The process is simple and straightforward.
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The Business Blockchain from edeXa
A blockchain must be decentralized and designed for thousands of transactions per second
to replace existing centralized mechanisms in business processes. In addition to exchanging
small amounts of data, the transactions within business processes also include larger data
packages (e.g., PDF documents), which must be stored privately and off-chain.
Country-specific data protection regulations also force companies to ensure that data
remains in the country. The off-chain solution from edeXa makes it possible to store all data
on the company's own servers in the future. Thus, all local data protection laws can be
fulfilled.
In addition, the European Data Protection Regulation (EU-DSGVO) requires the right to
delete one's own data, which again does not correspond to the basic idea of the blockchain
since this data is actually never deleted. Since the edeXa Business Blockchain is exclusively
non-personalized and, above all, only stores hash and key values, this problem does not
exist.
In a blockchain, all blocks are built irrevocably on top of each other. Each new block
references all previous blocks in a chain so that each block is permanently stored. Whether
hashing is already considered "personal data" according to the very strict requirements of
the GDPR is highly controversial even among experts and lawyers. In case of doubt, this
must first be affirmed. The current version of the GDPR has clearly been created without
taking innovative developments such as blockchain into account. In a periodic revision of
the directive, the European Union could therefore very well tighten and adapt the
requirements in the near future.
It is true that, as things stand today, it is not possible to reconstruct the data from a hash
value. But if, for example, a person's name and date of birth serve as a hash value and this is
known, it is possible to search for further information linked to this hash value. Analogous
to encryption, it cannot be ruled out with absolute certainty that hash values from today
can also be reversed in the future.
For example, the Dutch foundation, Legal Things One, is developing solutions that are both
in line with the requirements of the GDPR and meet the needs of companies. One
promising solution from Legal Things One is a process similar to the one we use at edeXa.
Documents are stored outside the blockchain as this is the only way, as things stand today,
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to guarantee reliable deletion. In addition, government-defined retention periods can be
adhered to in this way.
However, the approaches show that the industry is still at the beginning to develop
solutions for the DSGVO problem. edeXa will follow the development vigilantly and always
implement the most secure solution.
For these reasons, it makes sense to move away from the idea that all data must be stored
in a blockchain. Only the information that needs to be publicly verified needs to be stored
there, and, in some cases, the content data as well, since this may need to be deleted. In
other words, only the reference data - e.g., the hash value of the contract and the reference
to the document - is saved in the blockchain. If the off-chain data is deleted, the references
in the blockchain are worthless, and the original data can no longer be accessed.

Blockchain in the supply chain using the example of io-market
The Blockchain as a service from edeXa is a fusion of two technologies. One is io-market's
supply chain technology, and the other is an innovative blockchain technology.
This fusion aims to bring a new, innovative "Blockchain as a Service" technology to the
market that combines transparency, automatization and security across the entire supply
chain.
edeXa's Blockchain, as a service, records data across a peer-to-peer network. Any
participant in this network can view the data and verify or reject it using consensus
algorithms. Approved data is entered into edeXa's ledger as a collection of "blocks" and
stored in a chronological "chain" that cannot be changed.
Smart contracts trigger automatic supply chain actions or payments in real time when
conditions are met. For example, if an order for a product is placed with the end customer,
an automatic chain reaction is triggered depending on a large number of smart contracts,
which are triggered across the entire value chain. In this way, the procurement of this
product is automated securely and transparently by the seller, via the retailers to the
manufacturers, and all the way to the suppliers.
Comprehensive coordination of these smart contracts and workflows across the entire
supply chain can be ensured by edeXa's applications and services.
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edeXa will also offer a "multi-type-blockchain," allowing a company to use Consortium,
Company-PartnerNet or Company-Private Blockchain depending on the use case.

Technical presentation of the solution
edeXa offers companies an innovative ecosystem that connects different providers to a
homogeneous information system with blockchain. Proprietary user-oriented applications
are made available using process automation (workflows) and smart contracts. These
applications can be applied directly via the web-oriented edeXa Application or via API
Gateway and SDKs.
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edeXa Application
The edeXa Application is used to centralize applications, services, and evaluations of the
edeXa Blockchain. edeXa customers can open their own blockchain with just a few clicks
and define and set it up completely according to their wishes. The edeXa Application
facilitates the administration and setup of the Blockchain for numerous business cases. The
user interface allows the management and easy addition of individual nodes and
applications, allowing customers to flexibly and independently manage and extend the
blockchain.
However, the application not only facilitates administration but also provides extensive
statistics and evaluations. Customers receive a detailed overview of the status of the
blockchain, utilization and the processed transactions at any time. Each block can be
opened with just a few clicks, and all details can be viewed.
The off-chain storage can be changed via the platform in a user-friendly way. An existing
cloud solution can be integrated as an off-storage solution, such as Dropbox or Google
Drive. The blockchain can be configured as desired, so customers can, of course, also
deposit their own server as storage. In addition, edeXa offers its customers a secure
storage space either in Switzerland or the European Union to meet all data protection
guidelines. We understand the high requirements of our customers and deliver a secure and
dedicated storage space in the territory of our customers on request.
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DIGITAL TWIN
The Digital Twin Service gives every object and every piece of information a unique digital
identity. This makes it quick and easy to display proof of ownership and origin for evidence
purposes and to make in-time decisions.

ORIGIN DATA
With the Origin Data Service, files and documents are hashed and can be verified as
originals at any time. In addition, it can be ensured and proven that the information has not
been altered and that the document corresponds to the original.
TRACKING DATA
In the field of machine-to-machine automation, sensor data (e.g., IoT) is used to design
processes efficiently. The stored log data is immutable and therefore trustworthy, allowing
subsequent processes to be automated. Stakeholders can be sure that the data has not
been manipulated and can therefore trust it.
SECURED MESSAGES
The Secured Messages Service enables messages to be sent securely and traceably to
recipients, analogous to a registered letter. The edeXa Business Blockchain guarantees
correct delivery and a legally provable confirmation of receipt with the recipient,
timestamp and geo-data.
SECURED DATA SHARE
Using the Data Share Service, data can be shared with stakeholders easily and securely. The
Business Blockchain guarantees a particularly high level of security at all times. A smart
contract can restrict or monitor access to a document (to limit the number of accesses, set a
time limit, etc.). The entire transaction process of the document is stored in the blockchain
as log information, which can be used as evidence.
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Banji Applikation
The Banji application is a fully edeXa Business Blockchain-based application, which can be
applied in businesses as well as in the private sector.
For this purpose, a multitude of application
possibilities are combined and made usable.
Users can store confidential and important
information in the personal and centralized
file

storage.

In

addition,

copyright

information (graphics, photos, drawings,
etc.) can be stored securely and made
available via a link. The built-in validation
allows the original and ownership of the
information to be proven at any time via the blockchain.
In addition, contracts can be concluded in written and oral form (audio) and stored legally
using the blockchain. An archive is also available to store personal and confidential data as
part of long-term archiving.
Banji is constantly being further developed and equipped with new functions.

External providers
The blockchain and related applications are also open to external developers. edeXa offers
developers and companies an interface and platform to write their own applications based
on the edeXa blockchain. Customers of edeXa can integrate these applications into their
business or develop an application themselves to be linked to the ERP system. We also
support companies to develop applications individually, according to their own wishes on
behalf of our customers.
At edeXa, all developers can use the enormous potential of a business blockchain without
having to laboriously develop their version themselves. We provide developers with the
APIs (Application Programming Interface) and, if required, SDKs (Software Development
Kits) for the blockchain application. The goal of edeXa is to create a large community with
many applications, benefiting developers and companies alike. The goal is to create a large
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community where developers and companies can find each other. edeXa will thus also offer
a technical environment where developers can offer their software analogous to app
stores. On edeXa’s marketplace, companies can acquire numerous applications and extend
the function of the blockchain as desired.
Developers can thus develop general programs that are available to all edeXa customers
free of charge or for a fee. Alternatively, the software can also be developed individually
and exclusively for specific companies.
The platform economy is one of the fastest-growing areas in recent years. Pocketgamer
estimates that the number of apps available, regardless of platform, is growing by around
800 every day, or about 25,000 new apps every month. The CEO of appScatter, Philip
Marcella, expects around 25 million apps on around 33 billion different devices in the next
few years. Users are increasingly demanding apps that solve exactly one problem, rather
than a huge (and extremely expensive) piece of software responsible for all processes.
Dependence on a single piece of software increases the risk of failure and inhibits
innovation.
Modular apps, on the other hand, focus on exactly one application or process and deliver
peak performance in that area. Open interfaces facilitate interaction between different
apps. The growth of such apps is seemingly unchecked, not only for these reasons. edeXa
also wants to focus on this market and is pushing the development of a comprehensive
marketplace, one comparable to an app store.
The goal of edeXa is to provide a unified marketplace for all applications and services along
the blockchain that can be easily and conveniently activated and applied by users. These can
be apps for desktop applications, mobile operating systems or a blockchain signing service.
Together, we accelerate business cases, increase efficiency along the entire business
process and significantly reduce process costs.
Data archiving
Data records not only have to be sent encrypted but also have to be stored securely for the
long term. edeXa offers a high-quality encryption standard that makes it possible to
encrypt even government documents of the highest secrecy level. All contracts, invoices
and documents are thus securely stored via edeXa. You decide whether the documents are
stored in the cloud, on our servers or in your company network and for as long as you want
or the state dictates.
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Signing data
Data records must be digitally signed to protect against changes. Documents and data are
signed using a cryptographic hash value and referenced and stored in a block on the
blockchain. Such a cryptographic hash value can be used to document data in an
unforgeable manner.
Sign contracts digitally
Your business partner is located abroad? Your customers can't - or don't want to - come
over? The postal delivery time takes too long? edeXa offers legally valid signature forms so
you can securely sign contracts and documents digitally, conveniently from home, the office
or anywhere in the world. Contracts are stored centrally "off-chain," signed and encrypted
and referenced in the edeXa blockchain. Access to the contracts is managed via smart
contracts.
Services for Procurement Processes
edeXa provides modular services in procurement for efficient purchasing, sales and
logistics. Processes are automated, logged and securely handled via the blockchain.
Transparency and traceability are thus ensured and increase trust in automation. The
various sources of information from the order system, warehouse, production, sales and
smart devices (IoT), as well as data from suppliers and customers, can be integrated and
automated on the blockchain. This leads to efficient processes and thus to high-cost savings
across the entire supply chain.
Track and Trace
More and more end consumers want to trace their products back to the source. Companies
would like to but often cannot reliably offer such a service as too many system breaks occur
along the supply chain. edeXa provides solutions for the entire process from production to
delivery. All companies along the supply chain access one system or source of information.
All stakeholders are always informed about all steps, if necessary, and can act proactively in
the interest of the customer. The customers themselves thus gain insight into production
and can follow every step until the products are shipped.
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Stock monitoring
The information from the stock can be harmoniously integrated into the blockchain. This
makes just-in-time production possible even for smaller companies. The blockchain is
networked with machines, business partners, suppliers and stocks via smart contracts and
the Internet of Things. Orders are placed automatically at the right time in the necessary
volume via smart contracts. On request, orders are placed with preferred suppliers at
agreed conditions, or, on request, conditions are automatically queried and compared with
a group of suppliers. If you want to produce in batch size 1 at the latest, you need a
networked and intelligent stock.
Finance & Governance
Every financial transaction remains stored on the blockchain and financial accounting
maintains an overview of all transactions and processes. The documented business
transactions can be transmitted directly to the authorities or made available via smart
contracts if required. In the future, financial transactions can be securely processed directly
via the decentralized blockchain without an intermediary. This distributed ledger
technology significantly speeds up transactions and reduces costs in the company.
Error-prone manual or paper-based processes are a thing of the past with the edeXa
Blockchain.
Transparency & Traceability
The most important thing in every process step is transparency and unalterable traceability.
Anyone who has combined many different systems notices how the overview is lost. The
comprehensive business solution from edeXa offers complete control within the entire
value chain. If required, the blockchain also enables transparency beyond this over the
entire life cycle of products.
Supply-Chain BusinessLayer
Supply chain processes involve vast processes and information that needs to be exchanged
between IT systems. The supply chain business layer is the central control center, which is
essentially responsible for managing the complex data and processes between companies
within an entire supply chain. These include workflows related to smart contracts,
validations of data, data conversions, evaluations, storage of information in blockchain and
"off-chain."
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The edeXa Technology aims to provide a combination of verified, immutable and highly
secure operations of Blockchain services along with the ability to integrate smart
autonomous systems, identity management, business documents and storage for
confidential data.
In this way, edeXa Technology delivers a powerful platform for developing distributed
service applications.

E-Invoicing
Secure processing and exchange of legally recognized and VAT-compliant E-invoices.
Authorities
Applications in a secure blockchain environment for authorities, municipalities and cities to
store, process and selectively provide information, form systems and other documents.
Healthcare
Storage and targeted provision of confidential information, e.g., patient files, X-rays or
vaccination cards.
Logistics and transport
Automated and transparent track & trace solutions on the blockchain can be accessed in
real time using the Internet of Things and enable efficient warehouse optimization and
automation of logistics processes.
Smart city applications
Increasing the "smartness" of cities by creating a platform for the Smart Economy, Smart
Governance, Smart Mobility, Smart Environment and Smart Living. Building application and
analysis of data using the Internet of Things in conjunction with services on the Blockchain.
These can be made available specifically in the cloud.
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Procurement (Purchase-to-Pay).
Trusted, automated procurement processes and data exchange between companies can be
applied through smart contracts across the entire value chain of a product.
FinTech
FinTech services, such as the analysis of financial flows in companies, automated leasing
and billing solutions for companies and facilitation of cross-border trade transactions.
Traceability, tracking and data logging.
Ensure trustworthy traceability of supply chains, for example, for food, chemicals and
clothing. Companies can thus credibly demonstrate the origin of the goods. In addition, all
process data can be logged and stored in the blockchain, which can be used for evaluation
and evidence purposes.
Warehouse Management and Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI).
Permanent reconciliation of stock levels and automatic ordering when stock levels fall
below previously defined thresholds.
Predictive maintenance and spare parts management using IoT.
Sensor data, for example, from machines and vehicles, is securely recorded on the
blockchain, analyzed and automated processes can be triggered using smart contracts.
Evaluations and analytics of log data from the blockchain (Big Data).
All data is stored securely and unaltered, enabling evaluation and traceability of all data
points for business analysis.
Management of personalized data in compliance with the GDPR.
Personalized data is encrypted and stored off-chain and stored in the blockchain as
referencing. Access is targeted via smart contracts, which decrypts the personalized data
and makes it available for further use. In addition, the accesses are logged and saved in the
blockchain.
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SWOT analysis edeXa
The SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) provides an
overview of the opportunities and challenges of edeXa's novel business model.
The Business Blockchain of edeXa can eliminate many public Blockchain problems and offer
companies and states a coherent concept. edeXa tries to avoid the high transaction costs
and achieve scalability. Unlike the Bitcoin or Ether network, the size of the blockchain can
be determined by the user. The ease of use should also meet the expectations of our
customers. Instead of a complex construct without official guidelines, edeXa publishes
unified specifications and publishes the APIs.
edeXa's solutions improve existing processes along the supply chain. Initial costs are
relatively low, so companies quickly benefit from the efficiency gains, and conversions pay
for themselves within a very short time. Once acquired, customers commit to edeXa for the
long term and pay regular, consistent license fees. The move makes existing business very
lucrative and avoids peaks in liquidity management, facilitating liquidity planning and
increasing forecasting power.
The remaining weaknesses and threats in the new business model are not unusual for
innovative IT companies. The introduction of new, unprecedented software requires
increasingly reliable planning, an agile team and clear structures. We have always used
these factors to our advantage and are used to successfully implement novel technologies.
Finally, we benefit from our unique geographical advantage in Liechtenstein. The
principality is very open to blockchain and wants to adapt its laws and regulations
accordingly in a benevolent manner around the technology. For edeXa, this creates a
unique business case in a robust market.
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Strengths
● Explicitly developed for everyday
business
● Attractive fee model with flat-free
● Extremely high transaction volumes
are possible
● Inovative off-chain storage solution
● Compliance with all data protection
guidelines
● Dynamic and decentralized platform
● Start-up and still huge customer base
via parent company io-market
● Long-term business model - largely
independent of economic cycles

Opportunities
● Steady growing market for supply
chain solutions
● Often outdated and paper-based
processes even in large companies
● Industry 4.0 as a driver for
digitalization
● Use the hype around blockchain as an
opportunity
● Cloud solutions are also becoming
attractive for small companies
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Weaknesses
● Little sound experience in the field of
blockchain due to its innovative nature
● No best-practice cases and experiences
● High requirements for security and
continuous monitoring to protect the
data

Threats
● Legal uncertainty due to lack of
exemplary case law
● Political uncertainty in many countries
● Very young technology: blockchain
applications may not catch on with
companies
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Security Token
For edeXa, a security token stands for value and investor recognition. We want to give
investors the hope of an increase in value and plan to pay a regular dividend after
completion of the build-up phase and when profits are achieved like investors are
accustomed to from high-quality companies. edeXa thus relies on the proven quality of a
share in the modern environment of the blockchain.
The blockchain allows us to create the token significantly cheaper compared to a traditional
IPO. We can invest these savings directly back into research. Winners are business partners,
investors and edeXa alike.

Reasons for a Security Token
For hundreds of years, people have used shares as a store of value and a medium of
exchange. But trading is limited, both in terms of time and people. Investors have long been
limited to their home country and offers from their bank. Trading starts at 9 a.m. and ends
around 6 p.m., with little difference between countries. Only the cryptocurrency and
blockchain revolution harness the potential to disrupt this market for the first time. Trading
now takes place 24/7, saving from panic selling on Fridays and Mondays because investors
cannot react to new news for 48 hours. A continuous market without weekends, therefore,
ensures less volatility in the future.
In the medium to long term, several billion people could gain access to tokens who
previously had no way to purchase securities. To be sure, the Internet and online brokers
significantly depressed securities trading prices over the past several years. But for many
people, the fees remain prohibitively high. The blockchain reduces these fees to a minimum
and has the potential, without intermediaries, to make the fees almost disappear.
In the future, investors will be able to invest the smallest of sums and benefit from a
handsome return. Scientists around the globe agree that there is no way around shares or,
more generally, company shares for wealth accumulation. Sustainable wealth accumulation
is always based on company shares. So far, however, comparatively high minimum amounts
have been required for this. Therefore, the security token could soon revolutionize modern
financial investment in several respects.
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Blockchain technology offers founders and investors enormous potential. Gone are the
days when companies have to spend horrendous amounts on advisors for an IPO. A token
sale is between 70 and 95 percent cheaper than a traditional initial public offering and can
offer similar benefits to investors. But what exactly is an IPO all about? What is important
to investors?
Most private investors hope for value growth and profit-sharing in the form of dividends.
Professional investors also attach importance to voting rights. However, the granting of
voting rights is optional, as many listed shares also do not have voting rights or only have
limited voting rights (e.g., preferred shares). Hence, it is possible to highlight three
characteristics that are relevant for investors.
● Value growth
● Profit participation (dividend)
● Possibly voting rights
edeXa succeeds in implementing all of these properties via the Security Token. The voting
right is converted by edeXa in a modified form into a proposal right, available for all
investors. Investors can provide feedback and criticism to edeXa at any time, not just once a
year at the annual general meeting. The management tries to implement every valuable
contribution profitably in the company. Investors receive a modern investment opportunity
that is as revolutionary as the business idea behind it.

Token Sale
With edeXa, we are focusing on a new type of product for small and large companies. For
the success of such a project, we do not rely on a classic Initial Coin Offering but on a
Security Token Offering or STO for short. In contrast to the hundreds of existing ICOs, very
few companies offer their customers a Security Token. In this context, it is time for a
change, and experts see a substantial increase in the field of Security Tokens in the future.
Traditional ICOs are facing a serious reputation problem. Many opaque and fraudulent
projects overshadow actual innovations. Investors receive a coin whose value rises and falls
with the success of the project. There is no real benefit to most coins. At the same time,
investors lack a say and a right to share the profits. In our eyes, investors should receive an
appealing return for their investment. Therefore, we focus on reasonable profit sharing for
our investors and an active exchange of information and the right to make suggestions.
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An investment in edeXa is also attractive
because the company benefits from the
experience and support of its parent
company, io-market. In contrast to many
startups, io-market has been successfully
active in the international market for over
20 years.

io-market AG has a successful track record
and many years of experience in the
market.

As

a

modern,

innovative IT

company, io-market is continuously looking
for new solutions and innovative ideas.
With edeXa, io-market will be able to offer
its customers a comprehensive and efficient blockchain solution in the future. io-market
thus proves its high and continuous innovation speed in the interest of the customer. In the
future, all business cases along the supply chain will be transparently recorded on the
blockchain and processed for business partners and suppliers.
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At a glance: The edeXa Security Token (EDE)
Name:

edeXa Security Token (EDE)

Type:

ERC20 Token

Blockchain:

Ethereum

Total number of tokens:

100 million

Tokens issued/reserved:

30 million (Sale, Bounty)

Tokens for sale:

2,77 million tokens

Issue Price:

EUR 0,36

Minimum investment:

EUR 1’500.00

Distribution of tokens:

Investors and Bounty

Payment:

By bank transfer or cryptocurrency

Accepted currencies:

EUR, ETH, BTC

Restrictions Investors:

Individuals residing or subject to taxation in the US,
as well as individuals from countries where the
purchase of tokens is prohibited. Investors are
responsible for their own legal clarification in their
resident country.

Start Toke Sale:

October 2021

The novel Security Token currently still carries some regulatory uncertainty. At the time of
writing, there are still no regulated trading venues for Security Tokens. The rapid growth in
the Security Token space promises benevolent regulation in this regard. More and more
governments recognize the unique benefits of a Security Token and are eager not to miss
the technological boat. While many regulators do not currently have a clear procedure for
dealing with security token sales, our headquarters in Liechtenstein offers a unique
locational advantage for issuing a security token. The government in Liechtenstein has
passed a "Blockchain Law" (TVTG), which provides legal certainty and clarifies key legal
issues related to blockchain technology. The Principality of Liechtenstein between Austria
and Switzerland thus has a clear pioneering role.
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Payment of a dividend upon profit
edeXa is issuing a security token that aims to offer investors the benefits of a traditional
stock with the efficiency of the blockchain. As such, edeXa aims to pay a dividend to its
investors regularly upon completion of the set-up phase and when profits are achieved.
Investors will share in the company's profits on a pro-rata basis. The pro-rata distribution
amount is divided among the tokens and is implemented via a smart contract. The
calculation of the net profit is based on the rules of the common accounting standards. The
dividend will be paid in the most effective form and currency at the time of payment.
Investors are not entitled to a payout in the same currency in which they made the deposit.
edeXa strives to find a uniform and efficient solution for the transmission of the dividend
payment.

Right of proposal
With the Security Token, edeXa wants to create a real alternative to the classic IPO. Until
then, there are still some technical hurdles to overcome and uniform standards to create.
The payment of edeXa's dividends is to be made later via an intelligent smart contract. In
addition, edeXa would also like to grant its investors a kind of suggestion right. Investors
would then be able to provide indications and feedback to the management. However, the
suggestion right is only based on an internal portal of edeXa (in the member area) and is
not to be confused with the voting right of regular shares. Regarding the suggestion right,
our investors receive a qualified mechanism to give us suggestions and hints on an ongoing
basis, similar to a general meeting. The advantage of being an investor in edeXa is that
regardless of the amount of the investment, you have the opportunity to express your
opinion comprehensively.

Secondary Market
The Security Token market is very new, and we are experiencing rapid growth. More and
more profitable and established companies are using the efficient and direct way to sell
security tokens instead of a classic IPO (initial public offering). However, unlike a utility
token, there is currently a lack of vetted and successful trading platforms to demonstrate a
secure tracking record. At the time of publication of this whitepaper, a listing on an
exchange explicitly for Security Tokens is not yet possible.
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edeXa may soon have a unique market environment for the trading of security tokens in
Liechtenstein. Renowned joint ventures with outstanding partners are emerging right on
the doorstep. Politics could soon create a legal framework that also allows professional
investors to profit from the innovative financing models.
Should no trustworthy secondary market be established in the foreseeable future, edeXa
will consider establishing its own secondary market and actively support the development
of security tokens in the community. Our goal is to provide investors with a liquid and
reliable trading venue for Security Tokens. edeXa alone, however, does not influence this.
Every trading platform needs a critical threshold of investors or participants to ensure
liquid trading. Based on the interest in Security Tokens, we are very confident that a
regulated trading venue for Security Tokens will be launched in the near future as there are
already several very promising projects.

edeXa token issuance
edeXa develops the tokens based on Ethereum as ERC20 tokens. The maximum number of
tokens will be defined and sold in the corresponding offering.
In total, edeXa is issuing 10,000,000 non-voting shares in addition to its own voting shares,
of which 277,000 shares will be converted into 2,770,000 tokens in this funding round. The
remaining shares will remain open for a later financing round. The registration of all shares
directly at the beginning has the advantage that early investors' shares are not watered
down in later financing rounds.
The smallest purchase unit of edeXa is 10 tokens which offers investors the entitlement to
the rights of a non-voting share.
The token sale will start at the end of October 2021. The current price of the tokens will be
published on the edeXa website.
The tokens are distributed directly from edeXa to the investors, with edeXa handling the
purchase and transfer of the tokens via its own system. Investors get access to their
individual investor environment via the website. There they can transparently monitor the
payment process, KYC approval and token issuance. In addition, edeXa has developed its
own wallet, which investors can also access via the login area. Investors thus get a unique
environment where all information can be accessed in one place. There is no need for
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investors to set up an extra wallet and ensure receipt of the tokens as edeXa handles this
and provides investors with a very user-friendly administration screen.

Token distribution
Fundraising Public:

75%

Management / Team:

20%

Marketing:

5%

The largest part of the token sales flows directly to the investors. More than 75% of the
tokens flow directly to investors, and another 5% of the tokens are planned for marketing
measures. In total, 80% of the tokens are distributed to the investors. The remaining 20%
share is reserved for the Board of Directors, employees, management and external
collaborators. Our strong team has worked intensively on the project and contributes
significantly to its success. Employee participation provides the appropriate incentives to
identify with edeXa's goals and contribute even more to the company's success.
The whole team has also considerably invested in edeXa and, moreover, acts with a strong
financial incentive in the interest of the investors. "Skin in the game" is an important factor
in investing money, as it aligns the interests of management and investors. Management
becomes a prominent investor itself and has the same interests and viewpoints as investors.
This is an implicit protection mechanism and a further motivation for all stakeholders.
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Use of funds
edeXa will use the funds from the token sale to further develop the Business Blockchain
platform together with the parent company, io-market AG, to expand the scope of
application and to open up new markets. edeXa is an innovative software company that
must always keep its finger on the pulse and release innovative products. For this, extensive
and

appropriate

research

and

development

are

essential.

edeXa

will

invest

disproportionately in research and training, especially in the early days. Employees will be
trained on the new applications and in new product sales. Our developers will be given
sufficient time to familiarize themselves with new technologies and keep up to date with
the latest developments. Sufficient time is allocated for testing applications and investing
in their further development. We at edeXa see research as a critical factor for the future
development of our company. We focus on products that are not simply new but that have
recognized customer benefits and deliver real added value. edeXa thus adopts the recipe
for success of its parent company, io-market AG.
edeXa sells its blockchain solutions to customers all over the world. The focus will initially
be on European customers due to the geographical proximity. edeXa plans to rapidly
expand its target markets internationally and to expand strongly.
Part of the funds will be used for the active marketing of edeXa's products and for
marketing activities for the token sale, such as advertising space or guest contributions. We
focus on high-reach and efficient marketing strategies to gain broad awareness. edeXa also
uses the extensive customer network of its parent company io-market AG for this purpose.
Referral
Investors who are convinced of our idea can recruit further investors. Those who recruit
investors will receive 1.5% of the deposits made by the recruited investor as a bonus
credited to their wallet. We would like to thank convinced investors with this. Investors will
receive an individual link in their online portal to send to friends and family as potential
investors. Investors should only advertise among friends and acquaintances and not
commercially approach strangers or commercially distribute our coin. The number of
referrals is therefore limited to TEN referrals.
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Bounty
We are looking for people who report about us, the token sale and the project. This can be
in a video on Youtube, an article on the blog, or a post on someone else's blog. We reserve a
part of the budget as a premium for these marketing activities. The premium is based on
the scope of the service, the reach and experience of the participants. Interested parties
can enter their project on our homepage and will receive a decision and notification of the
number of tokens promptly. We award all contracts individually and decide on a
case-by-case basis.
BusinessPartner
edeXa cooperates very closely with numerous stakeholders to bring out a first-class
product. The goal is to work intensively together with business partners from the very
beginning and to develop solutions together. We believe that a strong network of partners
is the key to business success. Therefore, we offer extended collaboration and access to the
prototype external stakeholders who invest in edeXa. This is the only way to develop a
strong product for our mutual customers. Our business partners benefit from the increased
reach and numerous new markets. For example, the offer is interesting for:

●

ERP system manufacturer
○

Seamless and deep integration of blockchain solutions into the in-house ERP
system strengthens the position of the ERP application and opens up new
sales opportunities.

● IoT service providers
○ Providers of IoT solutions gain access to a unique infrastructure via edeXa.
Together, we can deliver an even better service to our customers.
● Logistics providers
○ Businesses and governments are demanding more transparency along the
entire production process and in logistics. Our supply chain connects existing
processes and logistics services.
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● Industrial and service companies
○ Industrial and service companies often struggle with different interfaces and
processes. edeXa offers uniform approaches for numerous solutions.
● Small companies without own R&D department
○ Many companies would like to rely on modern blockchain solutions, but lack
their own research department. We therefore rely on close cooperation and
thus also offer smaller companies access from the first hour.

Team
Members of the Board
Daniel Kohler, is a full-blooded entrepreneur, founder and co-owner of io-market AG and
has been successfully managing the company for over 20 years.
Management Team
Daniel Kohler, CEO, is an innovation-driven serial entrepreneur and pursues the vision of a
digital business world. With the edeXa Business Blockchain, a new technology era begins,
creating new innovative solutions in digitalization.
Stefan Neyer, CTO, leads the technological development of supply chain applications and
blockchain. He has been developing complex and innovative software solutions for
io-market AG customers for over 15 years.
Andrew Polania, CIO, is responsible for analyzing technologies and developing strategies
and monitoring the company's IT processes. He studied Cisco technologies and has over 10
years of experience as an IT & network specialist. He speaks five languages and has
excellent communication skills with our customers in different countries around the world.
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Team
Martina Cassani, Investor Relations, is the first contact person for our investors. She is
available to answer any questions investors may have regarding their investment.
Medaur Sadrija, Marketing, is an experienced marketing manager with several years of
practice. He has specialized in the field of social media management. He is a passionate
photographer and videographer.
Theresa Amann, Public Relations, supports the team, especially in the field of marketing
and communication, and is studying Business Informatics in her master's degree as a
full-time student.
Dinesh Rajpurohit, Team Leader, is a local team leader and has many years of IT
experience. He studies complex business requirements and develops effective solutions,
starting from a theoretical model to debugging and deploying the software solution.
Shubham Koli, Blockchain Manager, is an experienced blockchain manager with a great
passion for blockchain. He plays a key role in developing decentralized applications using
Hyperledger.
Our team is completed by other in-house software developers as well as freelancers.
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Roadmap
2018

io-market AG founds the new subsidiary edeXa AG.
The first proofs-of-concept were successfully
implemented, and the project was released for the
implementation phase. The first security token sale
has taken place.

2019

The development of the edeXa Blockchain is
running at full speed. The first blockchain services
have been implemented in a pilot project for our
customers.

2020

Further development of the first products, the
Business Blockchain and the edeXa ecosystem.

Q1 - Q2 2021

Banji goes live as a beta version. With Banji, you can
reference, securely share and archive documents on
the blockchain. Banji is constantly being expanded.
Successful financing round with existing investors
for 5 million - EDE. Development of the new service
token - EDX.

Q3 - Q4 2021

Introducing bSign. Only a few weeks after the
release of Banji, the first major extension is already
available. With BlockSign as part of Banji, users can
digitally sign, manage and share contracts. Second
token sale is carried out.

2022

Market entry into the European mass market with
edeXa's innovative blockchain solution. Targeted
marketing of edeXa services for the supply chain
through direct sales and certified contractual
partners.
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Legal and general risk information
edeXa Aktiengesellschaft [JA1] is subject to Liechtenstein law. It is incorporated in the legal
form of a stock corporation. edeXa is registered in the commercial register with the
registration number FL-0002.593.297-0. The sole shareholder and holder is the parent
company io-market AG. edeXa issues the Security Tokens as non-voting shares under
Liechtenstein law. In all publications, unless otherwise stated, the German version applies in
each case. A lawyer specialized in token sales supported edeXa AG in the company
formation and implementation of the token sale.
Contributions / Capital
edeXa has paid 150,000 Swiss Francs in full in capital contribution; CHF 50,000 as voting
capital and CHF 100,000 as 10 million shares with no voting rights. At the time of
publication of this whitepaper, edeXa AG has already issued approximately 3 million
non-voting preference shares. In this financing round, another 277,000 non-voting shares
will be issued as 2.77 million security tokens. In this financing round, another 277,000
non-voting shares will be issued as 2.77 million security tokens. The remaining non-voting
shares will remain with the parent company io-market AG for a possible further financing
round.
Disclaimer
This whitepaper claims to clarify and explain all details and information truthfully to the
best of our knowledge. However, structures, plans and agreements may change at any time
after the publication of this whitepaper. We are always focused on keeping our documents
and publications up to date. edeXa AG aims to make these changes available online in a
revised and updated version in a timely manner. All investors, users and interested parties
have free access to the information via our homepage and social networks. We recommend
every investor subscribe to our newsletter to be informed about changes in a timely
manner.
General risk
In principle, shares, as well as security tokens, offer excellent opportunities for the
above-average market, sector and company-related price increases. However, investors
must also consider the possibility of loss. Risk is always two-sided; where gains are possible,
losses cannot be ruled out. Investments in cryptocurrencies are subject to the usual capital
market risks in addition to technological risk. The value of a token and the resulting income
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(dividends) are subject to fluctuations or may be eliminated altogether. There is no
guarantee that the invested amount will not lose value in the future. In extreme cases,
there is also the risk of a total loss of the invested assets.
Exchange rate risk
More than standard (fiat) currencies, cryptocurrencies are subject to strong fluctuations.
The volatility of all cryptocurrencies is many times higher than conventional (fiat)
currencies, even intraday. In particular, significant losses (or gains) can occur when
converting the investor's home currency into cryptocurrencies, as well as vice versa, due to
the exchange rate change. Investors should pay particular attention to exchange rate risk
when making decisions.
Forward-Looking Statements
Some statements in this whitepaper that relate to future business performance and future
operations or developments may constitute forward-looking statements. These statements
are often, but not exclusively, identified by terminology such as "estimate," "will," "expect,"
"want," "may," "seek," "intend," "plan," "believe," "seek to," and "predict" or similar
expressions. These statements and remarks are based on current expectations and
knowledge, some of which are also beyond our control. If some or more of the underlying
expectations do not materialize, or if assumptions prove incorrect, actual outcomes, goals
and projected results may vary materially from those expressed or implied by the
forward-looking statement. This applies to both negative and positive deviations. edeXa
cannot ensure and does not intend to update all forward-looking statements in a timely
manner or to correct them in the event of developments that differ from those anticipated.
For these reasons, forward-looking statements provide no guarantee whatsoever regarding
the future performance and results of edeXa AG.
KYC
KYC is an abbreviation for Know-Your-Customer and means "know your customer." In this
context, KYC describes a doubtless identification of customers whenever transactions
involve large sums of money or investment objects. We need to collect personal data,
information about the beneficial owner and the origin of the assets of the investment. The
scope of information requirements varies with the size of the investment and the investor's
capacity. A KYC process for legal entities (companies) is more extensive than for individuals.
For clients, the KYC process is often cumbersome and inconvenient, especially since it does
not directly benefit them. However, the laws in Liechtenstein, Switzerland, the EU and
almost all countries worldwide make a proper KYC process mandatory. The background to
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these laws is the global fight against money laundering and terrorism. The topic is also not
new; banks and financial service providers have always performed appropriate KYC checks.
Therefore, we also have to identify all investors and clear up any ambiguities regarding the
source of funds before investors can participate in the token sale. If you have more detailed
questions about the KYC process, please feel free to contact us.
Trading platforms
Our Security Token is intended to be independently traded on various secondary trading
platforms in the future. Investors can freely convert, sell and trade the token without the
consent or permission of edeXa AG. The platforms (exchanges) provided by external parties
for this purpose do not belong to edeXa AG. Secondary trading platforms can be very
speculative. The market is still very young and in its early stages. An efficient and
arbitrage-free secondary market cannot be guaranteed at all times. Investors should take
this into account when making investments and decisions.
Tax aspects
Both on the corporate side and for investors in many jurisdictions, the tax assessment and
treatment of tokens is neither uniform nor stringent. Investors should consult their tax
advisor or an expert on the tax treatment; edexa cannot make any binding statements here.
The tax treatment varies greatly between the individual jurisdictions so that adverse
effects cannot be ruled out. There may be an obligation to file a tax return, pay an
increased income tax or other withholding taxes. This description is exemplary and not
conclusive. It is the responsibility of every investor to inform himself comprehensively in
advance and, in case of doubt, to refrain from investing if there is any uncertainty about the
local jurisdiction.
The government in Liechtenstein is generally open to cryptocurrencies and token sales, as
can also be seen from numerous media reports. The tax treatment has not yet been
conclusively clarified in Liechtenstein, Switzerland, the European Union and worldwide and
is subject to constant change as case law is just developing. This is not unusual in such a
young market.

Nevertheless, even edeXa cannot rule out the possibility that the tax

treatment of the token in Liechtenstein will develop adversely for the company in the
future.
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Market risk and non-settlement
edeXa has strong partnerships and already has a successful partner at its side in io-market
AG. Nevertheless, it cannot be ruled out that edeXa's innovative and novel products will not
find the targeted success in the market. A lack of interest in the market can lead to
negative consequences for edeXa and the investors. Investors should be aware of the
naturally increased risk of venture capital before investing money and should cope
financially with a loss.
Espionage and hacking
The parent company of edeXa, io-market AG, has been a successful software solutions
provider for many years. The need for high security standards and protection against
cyber-attacks has always been part of everyday life. Nevertheless, there is no absolute
security for any system. Both companies always update promptly according to the highest
security requirements. However, attackers can harm edeXa's business model on the one
hand and target the token sale itself or the wallet on the other. edeXa will do everything in
its power to ensure the best possible protection for the company and its investors.
Unknown
In science, there is the term "unknown unknowns," which means unknown unknowns. We
cannot give an exhaustive list of risks because the technology and regulation are so new.
Both technology and regulation and the market environment can change at any time. On
the one hand, as a benefit, and on the other, to the detriment of investors. Blockchain
technology is as modern and disruptive an idea as it is new and inexperienced. As usual with
novel technologies and processes, all risks can never be listed or outlined. Thus, further
risks may arise in the future that neither io-market nor edeXa could anticipate before.
Other risks
This document does not constitute investment, legal, tax or other advice, nor should it be
relied upon in making an investment decision. Each person is responsible for his or her own
personal finances. Although every effort is made to provide accurate information, under no
circumstances can or will edeXa and its owners, employees, authors and affiliates
guarantee the completeness or accuracy of the content or its usefulness for any purpose.
Therefore, edeXa and its owners, contributors, authors and partners make no promises or
warranties and assume no responsibility for any liability, injury or damage that investors
may cause or suffer in using the information provided in this document. All information and
content contained in this document are to be used as-is. We encourage you to thoroughly
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compare all information provided on this website with other advice available on the
Internet and from other sources and weigh it in relation to your particular circumstances
and apply it accordingly. None of the information in this document is intended as a
substitute for professional advice, and users are encouraged to seek such advice before
making any decision. It is solely the user's responsibility to determine whether the advice is
safe and appropriate for their particular situation. Backtests are not actual returns, and
there is no guarantee that past returns will continue and/or future returns will be
generated. No recommendation, positive or otherwise, is made with respect to any
individual security or token mentioned herein. No warranty is made as to the accuracy of
information obtained from sources believed to be reliable. edeXa is not an investment
advisor, bank, broker or dealer and therefore does not engage in the offer, sale or
distribution of securities or provide investment advice.
This document uses cookies. When you visit this document, our web server automatically
stores details about your visit (e.g., the website from which you visit us, the type of browser
software you use, the pages of the edeXa document you actually visit, including the date
and duration of your visit).
However, this data is never associated with a specific user. Furthermore, edeXa does not
collect any personal data. All information and materials published, distributed or otherwise
made available in this document are for informational purposes only and are intended for
your non-commercial, personal use. Information and published materials do not constitute
a solicitation, offer or recommendation to buy or sell any investment instruments, to effect
any transactions or to conclude any legal act of any kind. Under no circumstances should
the contents of this document be considered financial advice. You are responsible for your
own personal finances. Although we strive to provide accurate information, the owners,
contributors, authors and partners of edeXa cannot and do not guarantee the
completeness or accuracy of the content found on our website or its usefulness for any
purpose under any circumstances. Therefore, the owners, contributors, authors, and
partners of edeXa make no promises or warranties and assume no responsibility for any
liability, injury, or damage you may cause or suffer in using the information provided from
the document. We also cannot make any promises that our content or services will be made
available to you uninterrupted, timely, secure or error-free. All information and content
provided on edeXa.io is to be used on an "as is" basis. We encourage you to thoroughly
compare all information provided on this website with other advice available on the
Internet and from other sources and to weigh it in relation to your particular circumstances
and apply it accordingly. None of the information provided on edeXa.io is intended as a
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substitute for professional advice, and users are encouraged to seek such advice before
making any decision. It is solely up to the user to decide whether the advice is safe and
appropriate for their particular situation.

Contacts
Contact for investors:
invest@edexa.io

Media contact at:
media@edeXa.io

Contact for cooperation partners at:
cooperation@edeXa.io
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